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ABSTRACT: Biological signal transduction by photoactive yellow protein (PYP) in halophilic purple sulfur bacteria is initiated by trans-to-cis isomerization of the p-coumaric acid chromophore (pCa) of PYP. pCa is engaged in two short hydrogen bonds with protein residues E46 and Y42, and it is negatively charged at the phenolate oxygen. We investigated the role in the isomerization process of the E46 short hydrogen bond and that of the negative charge on the anionic phenolate moiety of the chromophore. We used wild-type PYP and the mutant E46A, in protonated and deprotonated states (referred to as pE46A and dpE46A, respectively), to reduce the number of hydrogen bond interactions between the pCa phenolate oxygen and the protein and to vary the negative charge density in the chromophore-binding pocket. Their effects on the yield and rate of chromophore isomerization were determined by ultrafast spectroscopy. Molecular dynamics simulations were used to relate these results to structural changes in the mutant protein. We found that deprotonated pCa in E46A has a slower isomerization rate as the main part of this reaction was associated with time constants of 1 and 6 ps, significantly slower than the 0.6 ps time constant in wild-type PYP. The quantum yield of isomerization in dpE46A was estimated to be 30 ± 2%, and that of pE46A was 32 ± 3%, very close to the value determined for wtPYP of 32 ± 2%. Relaxation of the isomerized product state I0 to I1 was faster in dpE46A. We conclude that the negative charge on pCa stabilized by the short hydrogen bonds with E46 and Y42 affects the rate of isomerization but not the quantum yield of isomerization. With this information, we propose a scheme for the potential energy surfaces involved in the isomerization and suggest protein motions near the pCa backbone as key events in successful isomerization.

INTRODUCTION

Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a blue-light photoreceptor that is responsible for the negative phototaxis in halophilic purple sulfur bacteria.1–3 The functional chromophore inside PYP is a deprotonated trans-p-hydroxycinnamic acid (p-coumaric acid, pCa), covalently linked to the protein via the side chain of a cysteine residue (C69) by a thioester bond (Figure 1). In wild-type (wt) PYP at physiological pH, the pCa chromophore is deprotonated and forms part of a hydrogen bond (HB) network, which connects the amino acid residues E46 and Y42 to the phenolate oxygen of the pCa chromophore in the active site and its carbonyl oxygen to the backbone NH group of C69. Upon absorption of blue light, pCa isomerizes from the trans to cis configuration around the C=C double bond, with a quantum yield of about 0.3 within a few picoseconds, forming a photocycle intermediate denoted I0.4–15 Relaxation of the pCa backbone occurs in about 1 ns, thus forming a state denoted I1. Later in the photocycle, proton transfer to the chromophore takes place, followed by a partial unfolding of the protein on a millisecond time scale.16,17 In solution and in the denatured protein, instead of forming stable photoisomerized cis products, the photoreaction of the pCa chromophore results in twisted trans conformations that relax back to the trans ground state or, at higher excitation densities, in photoionization of the chromophore.18,19

Remarkable structural features of the PYP protein are the negative charge on the phenolate oxygen of the chromophore, inside of the chromophore-binding pocket, and the nature of the HBs of the phenolate oxygen with residues E46 and Y42. In the ground-state structure of PYP, pCa is in its anionic form, with a negative charge on the phenolic oxygen.20,21 This
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negative charge has been suggested to play a role in the charge redistribution in the chromophore of PYP, upon formation of the electronically excited singlet state through absorption of a blue photon, as deduced from results obtained with Stark spectroscopy.22 This charge redistribution was suggested to consist of migration of the negative charge on the phenolic oxygen toward the thioester linkage, giving the double bond of the hydrogen-bonded carbonyl group more of a single-bond character, thereby lowering the barrier for isomerization.22–26

In general, an isolated charge buried in a protein’s interior will destabilize the protein structure; to be electrically neutralized, it must be able to couple with a counterion. The counterion against pCA’s negative charge was thought to be the cationic form of R52 at a distance of 6.34 Å from the phenolic oxygen of pCA.27 Experiments in which R52 was targeted in different ways11,28 revealed that the net charge of R52 does not significantly influence the primary photochemistry of PYP. This is in good agreement with recent neutron diffraction experiments that indeed show that R52 is neutral rather than charged.29 It therefore appears that the negative charge on pCa is stabilized solely by the HBs with E46 and Y42.29

The HBs that the phenolic oxygen accepts from E46 and Y42 are very short. X-ray crystallographic studies of PYP with better than 1.0 Å resolution10–12 revealed 2.5–2.6 Å oxygen–oxygen distances for the HBs donated by Y42 and E46, respectively. Normal HBs display bond lengths of 0.95 Å for the donor O–H bond and about 2.07 Å for the H-acceptor bond, resulting in an average O to O distance of 3.02 Å.29 QM/MM simulations23–26 suggest that the HBs of the phenolic oxygen to Y42 and E46 are the crucial factor for the ultrafast decay from the twisted double-bond minimum and formation of the isomerized chromophore. Furthermore, E46 is conserved in almost all variants of PYP.33

In earlier studies, the rigidity of the HBs and of the protein nanospace were modified by point mutations to residues E46, Y42, and T50.9,34–37 The HB coordination of the chromophore phenolate group was weakened or deleted by mutations to E46 and Y42, while the slightly more distant HB between T50 and Y42 was weakened in T50V. Mutations were observed to increase the excited-state lifetime, shift the absorption maximum of pCa, and loosen the protein nanospace.9,34,35

The HB network around the chromophore was concluded to be important for stabilization of the chromophore’s negative charge and tuning of its absorption maximum in the ground state.9,36,37 Also, from analyzing a range of E46 mutants, the low fluorescence quantum yield of wtPYP was concluded to have been selected for during evolution. The biological relevance of the low fluorescence quantum yield was rationalized by assuming it to be correlated with a high quantum yield for photochemistry.37

Here, we addressed the question if and how the negative charge on the phenolic oxygen and the short HBs between the phenolic oxygen and the protein influence the isomerization quantum yield. Do the short HBs with E46 and Y42 serve to stabilize the electron on a specific location, such that upon light absorption by pCa, a charge redistribution is created that leads to isomerization with a high quantum yield? We have compared results from femtosecond visible pump–probe spectroscopy obtained on wtPYP with those of the mutant E46A, with its chromophore in protonated and deprotonated states. By replacing E46 with alanine, the HB with residue 46 was eliminated,38 and by protonation of the phenolic oxygen, the HB acceptor capabilities of the phenolic oxygen were restricted. Accordingly, we expected the two HBs to be stepwise eliminated. In addition, in this set of samples, the charge density on the phenolic oxygen was varied, from a higher negative charge density in deprotonated E46A, via wt, to no negative charge density in protonated E46A. This allowed us to investigate the effect of both the short HBs and the negative charge density on the phenolic oxygen on the isomerization rate and quantum yield.

For wtPYP, the pK_a of the chromophore is around 2.8,39,40 thus, in the physiological range (pH ≈ 5–9), only the deprotonated form exists. However, for the mutant E46A, due to the higher pK_a value (pK_a ≈ 7.8/7.941,42) at neutral pH, two forms of the chromophore coexist, proteins with deprotonated pCa and with protonated pCa. This situation thus provides an opportunity to investigate the HB network inside of PYP under nondenaturing conditions by tuning of the excitation wavelength. We will refer to the deprotonated E46A as dpE46A, to the protonated E46A as pE46A, and to the wtPYP with a deprotonated chromophore as wtPYP in the following. Figure 1 depicts the molecular structure of wtPYP. We performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for all three types of PYP to determine the HB network in the three samples and to relate their differences to the results of the transient absorption measurements.

## MATERIALS AND METHODS

Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the Quik-Change kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and confirmed by DNA sequencing, as described previously.43 The wtPYP and the site-directed mutant E46A were produced and isolated as described previously for wtPYP.44 Apo-PYP was reconstituted with the 1,1’-carbonyldimidazole derivative of p-coumaric acid chromophore, as described by Hendriks et al.45 The reconstituted holoproteins were purified in two subsequent steps, with Ni affinity and anion exchange chromatography, respectively. The purified holoproteins were used without removal of the genetically introduced N-terminal hexahistidine-containing tag in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 8.1.

Ground-state absorption spectra of all of the PYPs were recorded by a UV/vis spectrophotometer (Cary 4000). Steady-state fluorescence spectra were measured with a spectrophotometer (Jobin Yvon, Fluorolog) using 440 nm excitation for wtPYP, 460 nm for dpE46A, and 350 nm for pE46A, all with excitation band-pass filters of around 3 nm.
Ultrafast time-resolved spectra were recorded with a newly reconstructed femtosecond laser system, which will be described in more detail elsewhere. A Ti:sapphire oscillator (MaiTai, Spectra Physics) provided ∼89 MHz pulse trains, with pulse width of ∼30 fs. This oscillator beam was used to seed a regenerative amplifier (Hurricane, Spectra Physics) operating at 1 kHz. The amplifier had an output of ∼0.6 mJ/pulse and a pulse width of ∼100 fs. The output of the laser was sent to an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS, Coherent), which was tuned to the desired wavelength for excitation of each of the samples. For excitation of dpE46A, the wavelength was set to 480 nm, with a pulse energy of 150 nJ. For excitation of pE46A, the 650 nm output of the TOPAS was frequency doubled to 325 nm with a 1 mm thickness LiIO₃ crystal. To decrease two-photon ionization of the chromophore by the UV photons while still maintaining a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), an excitation energy of 50 nJ/pulse was used. For excitation of wtPYP, the output at 900 nm from the TOPAS was again frequency doubled to 455 nm with a 0.5 mm BBO crystal, and a pulse energy of 70 nJ was used. To generate a smooth supercontinuum probe pulse, the fundamental 800 nm was focused to a laterally rotating 2 mm thickness CaF₂ plate. After interrogation of the sample, the supercontinuum was dispersed in a spectrograph and detected on a 2064 channel CCD array (model S11155-2048; Hamamatsu).

PYP samples were held in a fused silica sample cell with a 1 mm optical path length and circulated with a peristaltic pump. The sample was refreshed at every laser shot. The integrity of the sample was determined by measuring its absorption spectrum before and after each run, and no deterioration was observed. The polarization of the probe pulse was set at the magic angle with respect to the excitation pulse. After a time-zero correction of the transient spectra for the group delay dispersion of the probe continuum, the data were analyzed with a kinetic model-based global fitting program. Details of the method and program used are included in the Supporting Information.

The MD simulations were performed using GROMACS, version 4.5.5 using the AMBER-03 force field with TIP3P water. The starting conformation for wtPYP was reconstructed from an X-ray crystallographic structure of the apo-form. Protonatable groups were considered to be at neutral pH, Arg52 was also protonated. Speciﬁc protons were added to Glu46 in the wtPYP system and to pCa at the phenolate oxygen in the pE46A system. Water molecules overlapping with the protein were removed, as well as waters not hydrogen bonding to the bulk. The charge of −6 on the protein was neutralized by adding 150 mmol/L of NaCl, corresponding to 16 Na⁺ and 10 Cl⁻ ions. The resulting systems were then energy minimized using the conjugate gradient method. Then, the positions and velocities of the hydrogen atoms and water molecules were equilibrated for 10 ps at 300 K and 1 bar, while the protein heavy atoms were position restrained. After release of the restraints on the protein atoms, the systems were equilibrated for 50 ns, followed by 55 ns of sampling, saving coordinates every 2 ps. The temperature was kept constant at 300 K using the velocity-rescaling thermostat, while the pressure remained constant at 1 bar with the use of the Parrinello–Rahman barostat. Nonbonded interactions were treated with a cutoff of 1.1 nm, while long-range electrostatics were treated with PME. All bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm and SETTLE for water, allowing for a time step of 2 fs. From the resulting trajectories, we calculated several distances and the number of water molecules around a residue using a combination of GROMACS tools and perl scripts. The simulations were performed on the Dutch National Compute Cluster LISA.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Steady-State Spectra. Figure 2 presents the steady-state absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of wtPYP and the two E46A variants in 20 mM Tris buffer at pH 8.1. The bands at 275 nm are due to the apoprotein. The two bands at 350 and 470 nm in the spectrum of E46A (green line) arise from the chromophore pCa electronic transition to the lowest excited state. Their copresence indicates that at this pH, in the E46A mutant, the pCa chromophore can be protonated (pE46A, 350 nm) as well as deprotonated (dpE46A, 470 nm). The mutation
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Figure 2. Steady-state absorption and fluorescence emission spectrum of wtPYP and mutant E46A at pH 8.1. (a) Absorption spectra and excitation wavelengths for the ultrafast transient absorption measurements of each sample. The filled areas are the excitation pulses centered at 325 nm for pE46A, 455 nm for wtPYP, and 480 nm for dpE46A, respectively. (b) Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra of the same three PYP samples.
therefore resulted in a significant increase of the pK_a. The \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) value of pCa in dpE46A was red-shifted by about 25 nm in comparison to the 445 nm value of wtPYP, signaling an increase of the anionic character of the chromophore phenolate oxygen as a result of the loss of the HB with residue 46.\(^{17,38,62}\) or as a result of weakening of the HBs between pCa and the protein. For E46A, the absorption was not only blue-shifted to \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = 350 \) nm due to protonation of the chromophore, but the absorption band was also much broader, with a FWHM of 6430 cm\(^{-1}\), whereas at 470 nm was 2480 cm\(^{-1}\). The pH-dependent absorption spectra of E46A are provided in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). Similar to the absorption spectra, the fluorescence spectra were also red and blue-shifted, respectively, as can be seen in Figure 2b, but the size of the shift was smaller. The fluorescence emission spectrum of pE46A was also significantly broader than those of dpE46A and wtPYP. The broadening of the absorption and emission spectra of pE46A is a strong indication that, due to the protonation of the pCa and the resulting loss of HB(s), the flexibility of the phenol ring is greatly enhanced. Conversely, the similarity in the width of the spectra of wtPYP and dpE46A suggests that the flexibility of the phenol ring is restricted in both proteins and thus that the HB network in dpE46A may be largely intact, even though HB donor E46 was deleted. To investigate which changes in the HB network were induced by the E46A mutation and by the protonation of the chromophore, we performed MD simulations for all three proteins.

**MD Simulations.** In order to study in detail how the HB network adjusted to this mutation and the protonation of pCa, MD simulations were performed. The simulation results of wtPYP, dpE46A, and pE46A are depicted in Figure 3, with the variations of the length in the HBs formed between the chromophore and Y42, E46, and T50. Several previous studies indicated that the HBs between the phenolic oxygen of pCa (O4’) and E46 and Y42 are very short in wtPYP.\(^{30–32}\) In agreement with that, the MD simulations reveal for wtPYP that oxygen O4’ accepts HBs from E46 and Y42. For E46 in wtPYP, the distance between O4’ and the hydrogen atom of E46 (HE2) is shorter than the average distance between an acceptor and the cognate hydrogen atom (2 Å) and can therefore be considered a short HB (26). In dpE46A, the HB of O4’ with Y42 is intact and shortened somewhat (Figure 3a), and a new HB is formed between the phenolic oxygen and T50 (Figure 3c). The shortening of the HB with Y42 is in good agreement with the observation of a strengthening of the HB with Y42 in the mutant E46Q by Sigala et al. with NMR.\(^{63}\) In pE46A, pCa competes with T50 to be the HB donor to the backbone carbonyl oxygen of residue 46. When pCa forms a HB with the 46 backbone, T50 no longer participates in the HB network around pCa and also does not interact with Y42. When pCa interacts with the backbone, Y42 does not participate in any HBs. These interactions fluctuate at the sub\(\mu\)s time scale (data not shown).

We conclude that pCa engages in two HBs in wtPYP and in dpE46A and in less than one in pE46A, in line with the observed broadening of the optical absorption and emission spectra.

**Ultrafast Time-Resolved Spectra and Excited-States Dynamic.** We next measured the ultrafast time-resolved absorption difference spectra to characterize excited-state decay processes and formation of the isomerized state in the wtPYP, dpE46A, and pE46A samples at pH 8.1. Representative time-dependent spectra are presented in Figure 4. For wtPYP in panel (a) after excitation at 200 fs, an immediate buildup of signal consisting of excited-state absorption (380 nm), bleached ground-state absorption (450 nm), and stimulated emission (500 nm) was observed (black line). With increasing pump-probe delay time, the excited-state signals decayed and completely vanished after 40 ps, and the spectra evolved to the absorption–difference spectrum characteristic for the first cis product I_0 with its maximum absorption at around 520 nm (magenta line). The I_0 state relaxed to the I_1 state in about 2 ns, which had an absorption difference spectrum with a more blue-shifted maximum that mostly overlaps with the bleach signal (dark yellow line). These observations for wtPYP are consistent with those of previous measurements.\(^{4–14,46}\)

In the transient spectra of dpE46A shown in Figure 4b, similarly, excited-state absorption, bleach, and stimulated emission signals were observed at early delay times. The bleach and stimulated emission were, however, more close and more overlapping with each other than those in wtPYP. Superimposed on these negative signals, a positive absorption-like signal at 490 nm was observed in the spectral evolution from 1 to 5 ps. This positive transient state most likely is the ground-state intermediate (GSI), previously identified with wtPYP. The I_0 and I_1 absorption signatures in dpE46A were also similar to those in wtPYP but originated much later in time, and the I_1 absorption was hardly observable due to severe overlap with the bleach in the wavelength region at around 500 nm.

The transient spectra of pE46A, shown in Figure 4c, were at early delay times dominated by strong excited-state absorption on the blue side of the spectra and by stimulated emission on
the red side of the spectra. The bleach signals were almost completely canceled by the strong excited-state absorption signal; only a very small negative signal can be distinguished at wavelengths below 330 nm. The stimulated emission band, with a maximum peak at around 470 nm, was much broader than those observed in wtPYP and dpE46A, consistent with the steady-state fluorescence measurements presented in Figure 2b. Product formation was observed, in agreement with an earlier report on pE46A,38 on a time scale very similar to that in dpE46A. However, a striking difference was that only one product state was formed, whose shape did not evolve in time; compare the magenta and dark yellow curves in Figure 4c. Given its red-shifted position with respect to the ground-state absorption, we tentatively identify this product as a protonated I<sub>1</sub> cis isomer state. Apparently, in the protonated sample pE46A, either the relaxation of the photoisomerized I<sub>0</sub> product state is too slow and falls outside of our observation window or the relaxed cis isomer I<sub>1</sub> is formed directly from the excited state. At later delay times, when the excited-state absorption was gone, bleach signals at the blue edge were clearly resolved. The weak absorption tails at the red edge of the spectra are probably from solvated electrons due to two-photon ionization of the chromophore. The pE46A experiment was also performed at pH 6.1, with almost identical results, as shown in Figure S2 (Supporting Information).

To illustrate the differences in excited-state decay dynamics, we show in Figure 5 decay traces recorded at 380 nm of the three samples. In this wavelength region, strong excited-state absorption dominates the signals, and overlap with bleached ground-state absorption is minimal (see Figure 4). Therefore, the decay dynamics around this wavelength can be taken to roughly represent the pure excited-state dynamics. Comparison of the traces clearly shows that the excited-state decay of wtPYP is fastest, that of pE46A is slower with a significantly larger component in the tens of ps range, and that of dpE46A is even more so.

**Global Fitting and Kinetic Model Target Analysis.**

**Sequential Schemes.** In order to fully describe the photo-reaction dynamics for all samples, a global fitting analysis was performed, in which the full data set at all wavelengths was fitted to a minimal kinetic model and a convolution with an experimentally determined Gaussian instrument function was included. First, all samples were fitted to a sequential kinetic scheme as A → B → C → ⋯, which estimates the so-called “evolution associated difference spectra (EADSs)”.

The estimated EADSs for all three samples are shown in the three panels of Figure 6, respectively, along with the fitted time constants. Qualitatively, the EADSs were similar to the transient spectral shapes at selected delay times shown in Figure 4. Analyzed results for E46A at pH 6.0 and pH 9.3 are shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). The fitted time constant of each EADS was very different for the three samples. For wtPYP, five spectral exponents with decay times of 0.7, 2.2, 11.6, and 800 ps and a nondecaying component were needed, in good agreement with earlier reports. For dpE46A, also five spectral components, with decay times of 1.0, 6.2, 29, and 629 ps and a nondecaying component were required. For pE46A, only three spectral components could be extracted, consistent with the fact that the formation of only one photoisomerized product was observed. To varying extents, these EADSs are mixtures of the involved excited and product states, and previous studies have demonstrated the applicability of a model involving up to three excited states, the I<sub>0</sub> and I<sub>1</sub> photoproduct states, and the GSI state. To extract the pure species associated spectra (SAS) of these states and the relevant quantum yields, we
performed a further analysis with such a target kinetic model for the photoreaction in PYP.

**Target Analysis.** A detailed description of the target analysis method is included in the Supporting Information. The target analysis results for wtPYP are shown in Figure 7. Panel (a) presents the kinetic model and the rate constants from state to state (indicated as time constants). Three excited states $E_1$, $E_2$, and $E_3$ sequentially decaying from one to the other were needed to get a satisfactory fit of the experimental data. The ground-state bleach (GSB) was treated as a separate state, its concentration being equal to the sum of the concentrations of the excited, intermediate, and product states (cf. the olive curves in Figure 7B, F, and J). Its spectral shape was confined to the ground-state absorption spectrum, and its amplitude was freely adjusted during the fitting. The SAS in panel (c) show a physical and smooth spectral shape for each species and therefore satisfy an important criterion to evaluate the validity of the applied model. All of the SAS amplitudes are given in real extinction coefficient units of $(\text{M cm})^{-1}$, which were scaled to the value of the extinction coefficient of the GSB (45500 M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ at 445 nm$^2$). The population dynamics of all states are shown in panel (b). The GSI state had a lifetime of around 3.6 ps, and the excited states had a lifetime of 0.6, 2, and 13 ps, respectively. The quantum yield of the $I_0$ photoproduct was 32%, as can be calculated from the rate constants in (a) or by inspection of the population curve in (b). In this kind of analysis, the experimental observation of a species is described

**Figure 6.** EADSs and decay time constants of wtPYP, dpE46A, and pE46A obtained by global fitting to a sequential decay model, as shown in the insets.

**Figure 7.** Target analysis of wtPYP (A–D), dpE46A (E–H), and pE46A (I–L). Kinetic model and fitted time constants (upper left panels). Fitted population decay of each species (upper right panels). Estimated SAS. The GSB spectrum is the inverted ground-state absorption spectrum that was used in the target analysis (lower left panels). Experimental decay traces with the corresponding fit at selected wavelengths (lower right panels).
by the product of its population curve and its SAS. The crucial criterion in deciding whether these model parameters have been determined correctly is the relative size and shape of the SAS. As here the experimental ground-state spectrum was used as a separate spectral species in the fit, the size of the obtained I₀ and I₁ SAS can be compared directly to that of the GSB, making this criterion even stronger. According to Figure 7, the SAS have physically plausible shapes and amplitudes. In turn, this improves the reliability of the population curve and of the calculated quantum yields of I₀ and I₁. Note that a rougher estimate of the quantum yield can be obtained by comparing the ratios of the transient spectra directly; this produced similar values for the quantum yield; see the Supporting Information. For the dominant part, 29% of I₀ was formed from the first excited state and only 3% from the other excited states; see Table 1.

These target results for wtPYP compare well with those previously reported in vis−vis pump−(dump−)probe experiments.7−9,11,12,65 In vis−IR pump−probe experiments, originally 2 or 3 ps time constants were reported for the excited-state decay in wtPYP in refs 10 and 15, respectively. In a later vis−IR study, performed with a higher S/N ratio, the GSI state was resolved, and a single 1.2 ps time constant was extracted for the excited-state decay in wtPYP.6 Due to the intrinsically lower S/N in IR studies, it was not possible to resolve this single 1.2 ps into more components; therefore, this component was interpreted8 as the average of the 0.6 and 2 ps components observed in vis−vis studies.

The use of the GSB as a separate spectral species in the fitting has as important advantage that true product state spectra are obtained, instead of product-minus-ground state absorption difference spectra, as discussed above. This now also allows us to compare the GSI absorption spectrum with those of the ground-state (pG) and of I₁. The GSI SAS have a shape very similar to the ground-state absorption, with a spectral shift of around 8 nm to the red. The spectrum of I₁ is shifted by ∼15 nm in comparison to that of the pG ground state. Finally, panel (d) presents decay traces at several selected wavelengths with the corresponding fit at that wavelength to show that the model fits the data over the full wavelength range. More experimental traces overlaid with the results of the fits obtained with the target modeling can be found in the Supporting Information, Figure S4.

Using the same kinetic target model, the dpE46A data were fitted. The obtained SAS and rate constants are presented in Figure 7E−H. The lifetime of the excited states was 1, 6.6, and 29 ps for E1, E2, and E3, respectively, and significantly longer than those of wtPYP, whereas the transition from I₀ to I₁ was two times faster with a 650 ps time constant. The lifetime of the GSI was found to be similar, 5 ps, as that in wtPYP. The quantum yield of the I₀ and I₁ product states was 30%; about 1/3 of the product formation occurred from E1, and about 1/2 was from E2. The SAS were also rescaled to the extinction coefficient value of the GSB (51100 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ at 470 nm).52

More fitted decay traces can be found in the Supporting Information, Figure S5. These results differ from those reported earlier for the E46A mutant by Devanathan et al.,66 fitted with a single exponential decay, they reported the dpE46A excited state to have a lifetime of 2.7 ps, while I₁ formation was reported to be 100-fold faster than that in wt, with a 40 ps time constant. Furthermore, a photochemical yield of 54% was reported.66

The high-quality of the dpE46A data allowed for resolving the spectral dynamics in the excited state, as ES₁−3 could be estimated independently. This yielded the spectra (Figure 7G) to reveal a small red shift in 1 ps and a modest narrowing of the stimulated emission in 6.6 ps, consistent with the dynamics of wtPYP resolved in fluorescence upconversion experiments.67−69 The narrowing has been ascribed to small-scale excited-state reorganization and vibrational relaxation of the molecule,67−69 however, it could also reflect evolution along the twisting coordinate as locked variants of the chromophore lacked this spectral dynamics.69

In the pE46A target analysis (Figure 7I−L), four compartments were used, two for the excited state (having the same spectrum), a ground state, and an I₁ product state. Use of the ground-state absorption spectrum yielded again very good excited-state spectra displaying excited-state absorption peaking at 380 nm and stimulated emission at 470 nm. The product state spectrum is less well pronounced compared to the other samples, possibly due to a lower S/N of the data and peaks at around 435 nm. The SAS were also rescaled to the extinction coefficient value of the GSB (39900 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ at 350 nm, determined from the E46A pH titration data in Figure S1, Supporting Information).

From a mathematical point of view, the data can be equally well described by a parallel model, in which the excited states decay independently, as by the sequential model used here, in which a short-lived excited state relaxes into the next-longer-living state, in line with earlier reports6−12 (see ref 8 for an explicit comparison between the sequential and parallel model). In all cases, the spectra resolved for the excited states in sequential or parallel models were identical (apart from the small evolution in E46A), and the states differ only in their decay rate and productivity to form I₀. Therefore, up to now, it was unclear whether the different time constants and the different reactivities were representative of a relaxation process in the excited state (i.e., an evolution from a more toward a less productive minimum on the excited-state surface) or whether they were caused by heterogeneity or inhomogeneity due to small structural differences between individual protein molecules. In practice, when using a parallel kinetic scheme, the SAS of the excited states have to be equated in order to estimate them. With a sequential kinetic scheme, this is no longer needed, and thus, it allows us (given the very high S/N of the dpE46A data) to monitor the spectral evolution of the SAS of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>t (ps)</th>
<th>QY</th>
<th>t (ps)</th>
<th>QY</th>
<th>t (ps)</th>
<th>QY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ES1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Excited-State Lifetimes and Quantum Yield of I₀ Formation for Each of the Three Excited States for wtPYP and E46A as Determined from the Target Analysis Depicted in Figure 7
the excited states. Deciding whether the parallel or the sequential kinetic scheme is the best physical description needs to be done on the basis of the estimated SAS that result from the analysis or "external" knowledge. The spectral evolution that we have resolved here for the first time in transient absorption data agrees with the spectral evolution observed in ultrafast emission data.\textsuperscript{67–69} Furthermore, we checked whether an inhomogeneity toward product formation exists in the ground-state absorption spectrum by comparing experiments with different excitation wavelengths on wtPYP. In Figure S6 (Supporting Information), the decay traces upon excitation at 400 and 455 nm, recorded at a probe wavelength of 375 nm, are shown. Clearly, the excited-state decay dynamics are identical for both excitation wavelengths, confirming that there is no spectral inhomogeneity in PYP. It seems therefore that either the heterogeneity, described by three ESs, is a structural variance that does not affect the pCa absorption spectrum or that a relaxation process in the excited state toward a less productive minimum occurs. High-resolution X-ray diffraction studies have not revealed any indication for significant structural inhomogeneity,\textsuperscript{30–32} though solution NMR data reported two conformations for R52.\textsuperscript{63} Here, we conclude that most likely, the multiexponential decay of the pCa excited state in PYP is due to a relaxation on the excited-state potential energy surface, from a more to a less productive minimum in wtPYP, though a contribution from heterogeneity cannot be excluded.

\section*{DISCUSSION}

We have investigated the roles of the short HBs between pCa, E46, and Y42 and of the negative charge stabilized by these HBs in the trans–cis isomerization process. We replaced E46 with alanine and measured the E46A mutant both in the pCa deprotonated and the pCa protonated state. To analyze the actual structural changes induced by the E46A mutation, we performed MD simulations and analyzed steady-state spectroscopic characteristics of these three forms of PYP as no crystal structure for E46A-PYP is available yet.

The similar widths of the absorption and emission spectra indicate that the dpE46A protein provides a similarly restricted protein nanospace for the chromophore as in wtPYP. The MD results confirm that the lost HB of the pCa phenolic oxygen with E46 is replaced by a new HB with T50. The new HB with T50 is of close to normal length, whereas the HB with Y42 seems to have shortened in E46A. The shortening of the HB with Y42 is in good agreement with the observation of a strengthening of the HB with Y42 in the mutant E46Q by Sigala et al. with NMR.\textsuperscript{64} However, the red shift in the E46A absorption spectrum indicates that the anionic character of the chromophore phenolate oxygen has increased.\textsuperscript{37,38,62} Therefore, the new combination of HBs with T50 and Y42 leads to less stabilization of the negative charge on the phenolate oxygen and confirms the earlier suggested role of the short HB of E46 and Y42 in stabilization of the negative charge on the phenolate oxygen.\textsuperscript{29} Interestingly, R52 mutants do not show such a red shift in the absorption, confirming that R52 does not play a role in the electrostatic interaction with the chromophore.\textsuperscript{11,28,62}

How do these changes affect the isomerization rate and yield? In dpE46A, the yield is in effect the same as that in wtPYP, 30 ± 2 versus 32 ± 2%. The rate of isomerization is more dramatically affected; instead of a main 0.6 ps time constant, isomerization occurs with 1 and 6.6 ps time constants.

QM/MM simulations\textsuperscript{24–26} suggested the HBs of the phenolic oxygen to Y42 and E46 to be the crucial factor for the ultrafast decay from the twisted double-bond minimum. The HBs that the phenolic oxygen accepts from E46 and Y42 are very short. X-ray crystallographic studies of PYP with better than 1.0 Å resolution\textsuperscript{30–32} revealed 2.5–2.6 Å oxygen–oxygen distances for the HBs donated by Y42 and E46, respectively. In principle, the pCa chromophore can twist and isomerize along both the C4–C7 and the C7=C8 bonds, depending on the charge redistribution in the chromophore. The stabilization of the double bond torsion was found to depend on the length of the Y42/E46 HBs.\textsuperscript{25} Shorter HBs were suggested to significantly enhance the stabilization and again were proposed to be an important factor for the successful trans–cis isomerization of the chromophore in the native protein.\textsuperscript{25} Our results confirm that indeed a lengthening of one of the HBs and a concomitant larger negative charge on the phenolic oxygen lead to a slower isomerization process but remarkably not a lower quantum yield.

When the charge density is varied quite strongly in the opposite direction, that is, a very low charge density in protonated E46A, no reduction in photochemical yield is observed. In the pCa protonated state, the protein enters the photocycle as a long-lived I\textsubscript{1}–like intermediate is formed, with a quantum yield of 32 ± 3%, similar to that in wtPYP and dpE46A. Therefore, the further loss of the HBs with Y42 (and with T50) in pE46A and the large reduction in charge density on the phenolate oxygen do not reduce the chance for isomerization. We conclude therefore that the negative charge on the phenolate oxygen and the HBs that stabilize this charge have no effect on the quantum yield of isomerization, only on the rate of isomerization. The negative charge does play an important role later in the photocycle, where proton transfer from the side chain of Glu46 to the pCa creates a destabilizing buried charge on Glu46 that acts as an "electrostatic epicenter" and drives protein conformational changes during the activation of PYP.\textsuperscript{70,71,72}

The variation in isomerization rate but constant isomerization quantum yield in the three different PYP proteins studied here can be understood within the framework of conical intersection used to describe isomerization mechanics.\textsuperscript{73} Here, the multiphasic isomerization rates describe the evolution on the excited-state potential toward conical intersection, leading to the observed narrowing of the stimulated emission spectra, Figure 7G and refs 67–69. The exact geometry of the potential energy surfaces (PESs) at the conical intersection determines whether the chromophore isomerizes or falls back to the trans ground state (see Figure 8). In wtPYP, the lower quantum yield associated with the slower time constants may be due to a relaxation on the ES along a coordinate perpendicular to the isomerization coordinate, resulting in different time constants for reaching the conical intersection, in the case of wtPYP of 0.6, 2, and 13 ps. Crossing the conical intersection toward the cis PES or toward the trans ground state is characterized by a probability that describes the likelihood of a further evolution along the reaction coordinate, possibly determined by the breaking of the HB with the pCa carbonyl. Thus, the lifetime of the excited state is determined by how fast the conical intersection is reached, but the quantum yield is determined by the detailed geometry of the trans and cis ground state and ES PES at the conical intersection. The dpE46A and pE46A data can be described within the same framework of excited-state relaxation and competing crossing of the conical intersection.
Figure 8. Potential energy surface of PYP as a function of the isomerization reaction coordinate. Dotted line: ground-state surface; upper left: excited-state surface, trans configuration; right: cis ground-state surface. The blue arrow indicates relaxation along a coordinate perpendicular to the reaction coordinate; red arrows are evolution toward conical intersection; black arrows indicate relaxation on trans and cis ground-state surfaces.

toward the cis PES or trans ground state. Interestingly, the slower rates but constant quantum yield for dpE46A and pE46A suggest that changes to the HB network with pCa phenolic oxygen affect only the evolution on the excited-state potential toward the conical intersection but not the dynamics at the conical intersection.

There are mutations that do lead to a lower isomerization quantum yield, such as T50V, with a reduction relative to the wt yield in the corresponding study to 71%, R52Q (61%), R52A (79%), P68V (95%), P68A (82%), and P68G (68%). These are mutations that modify the HB network not near the pCa phenolic oxygen but further along the backbone of the chromophore, including the HB between the carbonyl group of the pCa and the backbone nitrogen atom of C69 in the P68 mutants. This suggests that the residues around the backbone of the pCa molecule play a larger role in affecting an efficient isomerization than the negative charge of pCa and the short HBs stabilizing the negative charge. In PYP, owing to the spatial constraints imposed by the protein environment, isomerization proceeds via a volume-conserving mechanism through either the hula-twist (HT) or bicycle-pedal (BP) mechanism. In earlier work, we showed that a twist around the single bond helps the rotation around the double bond, in agreement with QM/MM analysis. Nevertheless, for isomerization, some structural changes to the protein surroundings need to occur; most notably, the HB between pCA and C69 needs to break, either before or after isomerization. In view of the obstructing role of the HB between the pCa carbonyl and C69, we speculate that one of the quantum-yield-determining events is the breaking of the pCa–C69 HB, enabling isomerization to occur. This rationalizes why mutations near the pCa carbonyl affect the isomerization quantum yield and mutations near the phenolic oxygen do not. Other key events may be concerted motions of P68, Y98, and the thioester linkage of the chromophore, deduced from B-factor analyses of a high-resolution pG structure, that is, a ground-state structure, suggested to facilitate the C=O flip during isomerization, and to be essential for the functionality of the protein.

CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated how the excited-state and the photo-isomerization dynamics of PYP are affected by the negative charge on the pCa chromophore and the short HBs with E46 and Y42 by MD simulations and ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy. We have used the PYP mutant E46A at low and high pH to reduce the number of HBs between the phenolic oxygen of pCa and the protein and to vary the charge density. For the first time, we have studied the initial photoreaction of the protonated chromophore in PYP in the ultrafast time range and demonstrated it to be photoactive. We performed a target global analysis of time-resolved spectra using the ground-state absorption spectrum as an input. This provided us with true product state species absorption and stimulated emission spectra. The isomerization quantum yield in dpE46A was estimated to be 30 ± 2%, similar to wtPYP, and the excited-state lifetime was estimated to be longer by a factor of 2 in comparison with wtPYP. The photoreaction quantum yield of pE46A was around 32%, and while the excited-state lifetime became a little faster than that in dpE46A, it was still much slower than that of wtPYP. From these results, we conclude that the negative charge on pCa stabilized by the short HBs with E46 and Y42 affects the rate of isomerization but not the quantum yield of isomerization. We suggest that protein dynamics near the pCa backbone are important to accommodate the chromophore during isomerization and that these are a determining factor in the isomerization process.
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